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It is our vision to be the leader in primary
health solutions.
Our mission is to support general practice to
enhance the health of the community.
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CEO & Medical Director’s Report
Kevin Wisdom-Hill & Dr Michael Taylor
Definitely a challenging year! We have continued to work
constructively with the Central Adelaide and Hills Medicare Local
resulting in additional funds from it for increased mental health
services. This progress was unfortunately offset by the ongoing
reductions in primary care engagement at the Commonwealth and
State levels of government. We are looking forward to a period in
which we can support our membership and community under the
full commitment of both Governments to primary health care and
the pivotal role that General Practice needs to play within it.
The decision by the Commonwealth to replace Medicare Locals with Primary Health Networks
(PHNs) has provided an opportunity for us to robustly reaffirm the central role of General Practice at
the core of primary health care delivery to our community. We look forward to the Commonwealth
delivering against its stated commitment to strengthening GP engagement in the new PHN structure
although at the time of preparing this report we are still awaiting guidance from the Commonwealth
on key aspects of the PHNs including boundaries. This absence of clear direction is unsettling, and we
are hopeful that this policy vacuum will be filled soon.
Locally we have a good, constructive relationship with our Medicare Local and we would hope to
flow this into the PHN so that we can maintain the existing GP linkages within our local network and
retain the advantages that a genuinely local service provider can offer both to its membership and
funding bodies. This is becoming increasingly difficult as funding is cut back. (We currently
participate on 25 external workgroups and committees; whilst the outputs from these groups can vary,
if we were not there then there would most likely be no direct GP input at all!)
In the meantime, much like the rest of General Practice, the team at Summit Health have continued to
provide services that help make a difference to the community on a day-to-day basis. Oh....and we are
75% through building an integrated health care facility called Summit Health Centre!
Key Summit Health outcomes were:
 Summit Health Centre was on-budget and on-schedule to open in mid November 2014.
 Your Board has determined that we will actively endeavour to influence the final design and
establishment of PHNs to reflect the interests of General Practice as best we can.
 Continued, high quality mental health services with demonstrable patient outcomes (p.7-8).
 Increased overall membership status by 23% (see below and p.16 for membership list).
Membership Category
Current
Potential
%
Membership
Membership
Full GP Members
87
118
74%
Registrar Associate Members
12
33
36.5%
Practice Associate Members
53
64
83%




Continued growth of GPcare After Hours including a formal proposal to adopt an overnight
GP presence at MBDSMH (currently sitting with SA Health for determination).
Maintained our population database containing over 50,000 de-identified but active patients
to assist practices with planning and funding submissions and;
Increased CPD attendances by 20% (p.5).

In closing, our thanks to all staff for their contribution over what has been our most difficult year to
date. This includes those staff that have moved on: Jo Teakle, Helen Long and Janeen Lallard.
We are always happy to come and discuss our services or your concerns – please just contact us.
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Continuing Professional Development
Dr Michael Taylor, Sara Manser, Tracey Simounds, Gina Highet
Program Overview
Summit Health runs a quality Continuing Professional Development (CPD) program for its members
that provide a range of identified and clinically relevant education sessions. The program provides
valuable networking opportunities for GPs, practice staff, and allied health professionals working in
the Adelaide Hills.
Summit Health is an endorsed provider of the Royal Australian College of General Practitioners, the
Australian College of Nursing and other registration bodies for allocation of CPD points.
This year Summit Health facilitated 16 education events, with an overall attendance of 313
participants across the year. With an average attendance of just under 20, this represented an increase
of 20% on the previous year.

Education Attendance Numbers 2013/14
Management of Chronic Conditions
Practice Nurse - Christmas Breakup
Leg Ulcers - Updates & Treatments
Immunisation Influenza
ECG Update
Burns Update
Coping with Change
Practice Managers - End of Year
Practice Managers - WHS
Practice Managers - Accreditation
PenCat Update
Medico-Legal
Dermatology
Autism Spectrum Disorders
Food Allergies
Annual General Meeting

0
General Practitioners

5

10

Practice Nurses

5

15

20

Practice Managers

25

Continuing Professional Development (cont.)
Summit Health continued to provide a range of relevant
education events for the Practice Nurse Network.
Collaboration with health and service providers to
support General Practice is a focus, with networking and
support highly valued at these events.
PenCat Update (left)
A successful multidisciplinary event with GPs, nurses and
allied health professionals attending.

The Practice Manager Network met quarterly this year
and topics included an update on WHS and an update on
Accreditation. The annual “all of practice staff” event
“Coping with Change” was another success, focussing on
the challenges of CHANGE.
7th November 2013 – Coping with Change (right)
All Practice Staff event was very well attended.

Summit Health would like to acknowledge the support of guest speakers and sponsors who assist in
maintaining a vibrant and successful CPD calendar.
Workforce
The following table shows the total number of GPs, Registrars, Practice Managers and Practice
Nurses who worked within the Summit Health region this year.
Type

Registrars

Number
148
75 Male / 73 Female
32

Practice Managers

20

Registered Nurses

35

Enrolled Nurses

9

TOTAL

244

General Practitioners

GP Workforce Age Breakdown

GP Average FTE (hours per week)
35

11%

4% 2%
20%

32%

20-29

30

30-39

25
20

40-49
31%

15

50-59

10

60-69

5

69+

0
Business hours
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After hours

Mental Health Team
Annette Grist & Jane Pool
Program Overview
Summit Health has continued to provide extensive mental health services for the Adelaide Hills
community. Current funding allows for services across the age range as well as diagnosis from mild
to moderate metal health presentations to more chronic, complex and often co morbid presenting
problems. The past 12 months has seen a focus on building and developing the ATAPS Child Mental
Health program that is now offered in 2 local primary schools as well as a “clinic based” service, and
adolescent services for people aged 13 to 25 years with one high school based service in operation and
a second in the current planning phase. Whilst we were disappointed to have been unsuccessful in
securing ongoing funding for the acute intervention in low to moderate risk suicide patients last year,
we have been successful in regaining some funding for this service for this year.
In 2014 we continued to offer 2 very successful group programs. “Toddler Tuning” is in its 3 rd
successful year with the focus being on mother/child attachment and early intervention and
prevention. “Coping with Crap” is a group program run in conjunction with Mt Barker CAMHS at
the Vocational College, capturing some of the most disengaged and vulnerable adolescents in the
Adelaide Hills area.
The Mental Health Team continues to take a lead role in a number of key interagency groups that
ensures that the needs of general practice and the local community are well represented and we
contribute to effective service coordination across the local region.
One of the foci for this year has been on the collection and analysis of service data to assist with
service planning and development.
Summary of key achievements









Continued to provide a broad range of services in an increasingly restricted financial climate
including ongoing contracts for the delivery of ATAPS Tier 1, ATAPS Tier 2, GP Shared Care
and Rural Primary Health Services.
Positive outcomes at the two local primary schools to whom we provide our school based
services. One of these schools is recognised as a Category 4 (highly disadvantaged
community) school. A significant reduction in behaviour related issues since the
commencement of our program has been identified by the Principal. Over 90 cases of
behaviour related matters requiring intervention or leadership support occurred in 2012/13 –
the year prior to the commencement of our program. In comparison in 2013/14 there were only
8 cases of behaviour requiring further support by leadership and or suspension. NAPLAN
results at the school have shown similar improvements with increases in performance in the
2013/14 year extending to more than 45% in some year levels. Reading levels for children
who have participated in our program have been equally impressive with the Principal
reporting “exceptional growth” as some children demonstrated an improvement at a rate well
beyond normal improvement levels.
The school Principal believes that our program has been an integral element to these
improvements.
Further development of school based services for children and adolescents.
Continued to be a lead organisation in the provision of mental health services across the
Adelaide Hills region with over 250 clients open and receiving services at any one time.
Offering 3125 appointments per year, approx. 65 per week for 48 weeks of the year.
188 client group service contacts were provided through Toddler Tuning and Coping with
Crap.
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Mental Health Team (cont.)





Continued to provide services that met the need of our patients with high satisfaction to levels
across the parameters of access, outcome and quality recorded across all programs.
The establishment of processes to facilitate the review of the effectiveness, appropriateness
and efficiency of the service through data collection, interrogation and analysis. This in turn
has and will continue to inform allocation of resources and reporting to funding bodies.
With consistently over 250 open clients at any one time Summit Health is the largest provider
of specialist mental health services in the Adelaide Hills region.
In the financial year nearly 600 referrals were received and processed for mental health
services. As you can see from the graph below our client’s rate our service very highly.
Client Satisfaction - Mental Health Programs
July 2013 - June 2014

Quality

47%

46%

6%

Strongly Agree
Agree

Access

35%

57%

6%

Neutral
Disagree

Outcome

41%
0%

48%

20%

40%

60%

9%
80%

Strongly Disagree

100%

2013-2014 Mental Health Referrals
84
ATAPS 1
239

75

Child
MHNIP
RPHS

19

Shared Care
140

We would like to take this opportunity to thank the Summit Health Mental Health Team for their
commitment, compassion and hard work throughout the year.
Sophie Bulis: Administrative and Project Support

Makella Holden: Mental Health Clinician, child
specialist

Ingrid Puise: Senior Mental Health Clinician

Greg Holden: IT/data collection

Holden Ward: Senior Mental Health Clinician

Sue Parkinson: Psychologist/contractor

Jenine Lamberton: Mental Health Clinician and
“Toddler Tuning” group facilitator

Paul Cafarella: Psychologist/contractor

Nina Mekisic: Mental Health Clinician and “Coping
with Crap” group facilitator

Steve Hunt: Mental Health Nurse/contractor
Kathryn Beattie: Occupational Therapist/contractor

Avril Hill: Mental Health Clinician, child specialist
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GPcare After Hours Service
Janette Baker
Program Overview
GPcare After Hours has completed another successful year with 35 General Practitioners and 10
Reception staff participating on the roster, seeing 7530 patients from the local community as well as
servicing the broader state and interstate community. Feedback from patients, GPs and hospital staff
continues to demonstrate that - with an average wait time of 34 minutes - GPcare After Hours is a
well-accepted, practical solution to the community’s after hours needs.
Maintaining strong working relationships with the Mt Barker and Stirling Hospitals, the GPcare After
Hours team of GPs, Registrars and Administration staff have continued their hard work and
commitment to our community ensuring GPcare Afterhours remains one of the most well-supported
and successful after hours services in South Australia. The unit is looking forward to moving into the
Summit Health Centre and continuing its service to the community.
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Better Care in the Community
Tracey Simounds
Program Overview
The CHSA funded Better Care in the Community (BCC) project focuses on reducing bed days and
admissions of patients with chronic conditions and assists with the facilitation of transfer of care
between metro and Adelaide Hills’ hospitals. A project officer for Summit Health was responsible for
facilitation of meetings for the Reference Group, liaising with stakeholders and reporting.
Summit Health will not be funded for the 2014/2015 project year but will continue to liaise with
CHSA.
The BCC reference group is made up of members from Community Health, SAAS, CAHML, Mount
Barker Hospital and the DONs of Mount Pleasant, Gumeracha and Strathalbyn hospitals.
Examples of work that the BCC Reference group has or continues to contribute to include:
o Establishing and maintaining the pulmonary rehabilitation program, continued communication
regarding the group schedule and referrals
o Establishment of key roles e.g. cardiac rehabilitation coordinator and BCC coordinator at
Adelaide Hills
o Input in to BCC involvement in Leg Club
o Ideas such as small hospital involvement and links between Community Health and hospital
o Key partnerships to address reducing ambulance transfers to metro which can contribute to
reduced LOS

Medicare Local After Hours Program
Ingrid Puise
Program Overview
Following the completion of the Central Adelaide and Hills Medicare Local (CAHML) After Hours
Needs Assessment in 2012, Adelaide Hills Residential Aged Care Facilities (RACF) were identified
as a priority area for improved access to after hours primary care services.
Summit Health was contracted by CAHML to work with RACFs to help optimise their after-hours
coordination and pathways and their relevant service providers. Stakeholders including GPs, RACF
staff, and residents/families had opportunity to be involved in the initial consultancy.
Summary of key achievements:
 Engaging Hills RACFs and working individually with them.
 A small grants program was developed and offered to general
practices to increase capacity for after hours service delivery.
 Education forums offered to Hills RACF staff in the area of falls
prevention, mental health and uniform communication tools.
The project plan key focus areas of the Hills Project:
 Working individually with facilities and establishing a system of after hours pathways for use by
RACFs that provide options of GP support when the usual GP is unavailable.
 Promote consistency and improve the uptake of CMA completions for RACF residents to
optimise continuity of care.
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Summit Health Centre
Annette Grist
Program Overview
Over the last 12 months the land adjacent to Mt Barker District Soldiers’ Memorial Hospital in Mt
Barker has been transformed into a modern multi-disciplinary health facility. The facility is now
formally named the Summit Health Centre and at commencement of operations will offer a range of
health care services to the local community provided by a mix of private providers, Country Health
SA and Summit Health services. The range of services offered will include; general practice through
GPcare - the Summit Health general practice, Summit Health mental health services, cardiology,
pathology, podiatry, dental, physiotherapy, audiology, occupational therapy, chronic disease
management services as well as a range of sessional medical specialists from the disciplines of
orthopaedics, plastic surgery, general surgery and urology.
Over the year we have remained committed to our key goal of making the Summit Health Centre a
hub for supporting an environment that facilitates undergraduate and post graduate interdisciplinary
learning. The University of Adelaide is a key partner of the Summit Health Centre through a 5 year
agreement and its medical students will commence at the Centre in January. Through collaboration
with Sturt Fleurieu Education and Training we are expecting 2 registrars to be engaged at the Centre
from February 2015. Allied Health and nursing students will participate in the Summit Health Centre
through placements with Country Health SA.
Summit Health will relocate all administrative services to the Summit Health Centre and the Centre
will provide the opportunity as a venue for ongoing Summit Health activities such as continuing
professional development activities.
The Summit Health Centre will commence operations on November 17th 2014.
Summary of key achievements:
 On budget
 The Summit Health Centre on track to officially commence services to our community in
November 2014
 Successful recruitment to required GP and nursing positions
 Increase in the number of long term lease tenants secured
 Secured a strong range of medical, nursing and allied health sessional tenants

Main entrance to the facility facing Wellington Road
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GPcare Health Assessments
Gina Highet
Program Overview
GPcare Health Assessments continues to provide a home and residential aged care health assessment
service for General Practice and their aged patients in the Adelaide Hills region. Presently one
quarter of all General Practices in the Adelaide Hills region are using GPcare Health Assessments.
Since its inception in June 2010, over 1,000 Health Assessments have been completed by our
organisation. GPcare Health Assessments provides referrals to local supports and services to assist
patients to remain active at home and in the community.
Client Focus
Whilst we understand that initially there can be some resistance from patients when we introduce a
home assessment, GPcare Health Assessments have transformed the service in patients’ minds to
produce these overwhelming patient testimonials:

"The nurse was
very competent
and helpful and
not at all bossy
with a superior
attitude"
"I find the service very
useful and reasssuring...
My husband who is 83
goes to a different clinic
whose practice does not
seem to do this. How
do we get his clinic to
do this?
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Diabetes Care Project
Gina Highet

Project Overview
In its entirety, the pilot project involved up to 150 practices in 4 states, to compare results between
two intervention groups and a control group of patients in General Practice, to enable a rigorous
evaluation of the outcomes. Participation was voluntary for consumers and healthcare providers.
The aim of the project was to test new ways of providing more flexible, better coordinated care and to
improve the management of care for people with diabetes. Four General Practices in our region
participated in the project involving the General Practice team with the support of a Care Facilitator.
The Diabetes Care Project (DCP) is now in the evaluation phase where outcomes will be analysed and
final reports created with results due out in September 2014. The results will be distributed once they
are published.

Information Management and Information Technology
Greg Holden
Overview
IM/IT provides support to Summit Health staff in:
 the use of the organisation’s IM/IT infrastructure, computers and tools;
 best practice Information Management processes; and
 the development of business solutions as the need is identified by the various units
IM/IT also provides support to Summit Health practices in:
 the use of the PEN Clinical Audit Tool and the analysis of the data it presents;
 information updates on the ongoing evolution and roll-out of eHealth and the PCEHR
Summary of key achievements







Considerable effort has been focussed on the IM/IT infrastructure needs of the Summit Health
Centre (Mt Barker GP Super Clinic) including internal network design, tender preparation,
tender response evaluation and recommendation of the successful tenderer.
The provision of on-demand reporting to meet operational and contractual requirements, as
specified by the various program and admin teams.
Continuing, though declining (because of reduced funding), interaction with practices on
matters relating to their use of the PEN Clinical Audit Tool, and their participation in the use
of the PCEHR.
Continuing to work with the GPcare 75+ Health Assessments team to streamline the process
of managing:
o the receipt of referrals;
o the scheduling of appointments;
o the production and delivery of reports; and
o the invoicing of referring practices.
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AHDGP Membership (as at 30th June 2014)
Title First name Surname

Full Members

Full Members (cont.)

Associate Members (cont.)

Dr Yati Adam
Dr Salina Ahmed
Dr Jane Alderman
Dr Abdullah Al-Jobair
Dr James Allan
Dr Hugh Allen
Dr Katrina Allen
Dr Briony Andrew
Dr John Arthurson
Dr Faisal Bachok
Dr Roger Bannister
Dr Mike Beckoff
Dr Ioulia Bobkova
Dr Sinclair Bode
Dr Matthew Bourke
Dr Sue Boyer
Dr David Brookes
Dr Rosemary Brown
Dr Cara Bryant
Dr Kerry Callaghan
Dr Fred Carrangis
Dr Lal Chettimada Basappa
Dr Mark Crawford
Dr Steve Daniels
Dr Thomas Davey
Dr Adrian De Savi
Dr Sally Downes
Dr Boris Eskandari Marandi
Dr Kassandra Fairhall
Dr Jason Garrood
Dr Jenieta Hartley
Dr Peter Hartley
Dr Lasath Hattotuwa
Dr Erich Heinzle
Dr Graham Hughes
Dr Sheree Hunt
Dr George Isaac
Dr Azlan Ismail
Dr Gillian Jenkinson
Dr Philip Johns
Dr Jonas Kasauskas
Dr Firoza Khan
Dr Mark Lang
Dr Ceridwen Lloyd
Dr Margaret Low
Dr Sarah Lucy
Dr Stephen McCappin
Dr Megan McLaughlin
Dr Peter Michelmore
Dr Mark Morgan
Dr Nicola Morgan
Dr Timothy Moss
Dr Bruce Mugford
Dr Kate Nielsen
Dr Marcia Overton
Dr Sally-Anne Parsons

Dr Veronica Paull
Dr Lindy Poole
Dr Linda Porteous
Dr Allison Ramsey
Dr Jane Ramsey
Dr Adrian Rose
Dr Robert Rushton-Smith
Dr Nurazlin Sabtu
Dr Peter Sargeant
Dr Christopher Say
Dr Peter Schultz
Dr Ken Sieben
Dr Catherine Skinner
Dr Katya Speight
Dr Nigel Stocks
Dr Kim Sun
Dr Andrew Sykes
Dr Geoffrey Symons
Dr Michael Taylor
Dr Sean Taylor
Dr Nick Tellis
Dr Nina Tonkin
Dr Angela Travis
Dr Christopher Walker
Dr Don Wallis
Dr Richard Weate
Dr Richard Wilson
Dr Michelle Winn
Dr Nicola Wisdom
Dr Michal Wozniak
Dr Rene Zimmermann

Mr Michael Foster
Ms Jane Griessl
Mrs Gwen Hannagan
Mrs Heather Hardy
Mrs Niluka Hattotuwa
Mrs Kay Henschke
Ms Naomi Hueppauff
Miss Samantha James
Ms Sally Jarrett
Mrs Angela Kidman
Dr Angela Knight
Dr Cindy Koh
Dr Meenakshi Kundu
Dr Annie Kwan
Mrs Angela Laird
Ms Wendy Langshaw
Ms Heylen Laver
Ms Vicki Linden
Ms Kaye Lines
Ms Kaylene Lorimer
Dr Marie Ma
Ms Sue MacGregor
Dr Sue Man
Dr Emma Manifold
Mrs Margaret Marshall
Ms Adrienne Martin
Mrs Heather Mason
Dr Kristin McLaughlin
Mrs Mary-Anne McMichael
Mrs Kathryn McMurtrie
Dr Kasandra Melville
Mr Karel Michielsen
Mrs Lyn Molinaro
Ms Laura Mucci
Mrs Tarrin Muhlhausler
Dr Shriram Nath
Mrs Diana Nixon
Mrs Mary Orr
Mrs Sally Patten
Ms Sandra Pullen
Dr Boris Radisic
Ms Sue Reynolds
Dr James Richards
Mrs Diana Salzborn
Dr Sunny Sharma
Mrs Jacquie Simpson
Ms Julie Starke
Ms Laura Tanner
Ms Lisa Taylor
Ms Patricia Thomas
Ms Sandy Turner
Ms Kaye Vaughton
Mrs Marlene Westley
Mrs Lucy Wheatley
Mrs Margaret Wheatley
Mr David Wilson

Associate Members
Dr Mohd Abdullah
Dr Brijesh Arora
Mrs Rebecca Ashby
Mrs Cynthia Austin
Ms Janette Baker
Ms Martha Baker
Miss Claire Bolton
Ms Julianna Boylan
Mrs Fay Briggs
Ms Bronwyn Byfield
Mrs Elly Cousins
Mrs Tracy Cross
Mrs Judy Daniels
Ms Fran Davy
Dr Balvinder Dhillon
Mrs Judy Fielke
Ms Johanna Flavell
Mrs Helen Fordred
Mrs Rose Foskett
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AHDGP Board Members
Board Meetings held from July 2013-June 2014 (10 meetings)
Board Member

Position

Associate Professor
Keith Evans

Chair

Dr Mark Crawford

Ms Ursula Dahl

Mr Philip Huestis
Dr Jonathan Marchand
Dr Bruce Mugford

Dr Kate Nielsen
Dr Kim Sun
Dr Michal Wozniak

Qualifications

BA (Psychology), Advanced
Diploma in Psychotherapeutic
Techniques, Registered Psychiatric
Nurse (RMN), Registered General
Nurse (SRN), Graduate - New
Zealand College of Management.
General Board Member MBBs, FRACGP, DRACOG
Non-GP Board Member BA Hons (Soc), Grad Dip Health
Admin, Family Casework Cert,
Workplace Training Cert IV
Non-GP Board Member Masters of Health, Administration
degree (University of NSW)
General Board Member Term concluded Nov 13
General Board Member BMBS, FRACGP, FACRRM, MPH,
Grad Dip Family MCM
General Board Member MBBS, FRACGP
Term concluded Nov 13
General Board Member MBBS, PhD, DRANZCOG, FRACGP
General Board Member MBBS, FRACGP

Finance Sub-Committee
Mr Philip Huestis
Dr Mark Crawford
Dr Bruce Mugford
Mr Kevin Wisdom-Hill
Ms Penny Heinrich

Meetings
Attended
7

9

9

9
2
4
2
8
9

Governance & Planning Sub-Committee Super Clinic Trust
Dr Michal Wozniak
A/Prof Keith Evans
Dr Michael Taylor
Mr Brenton Cox
A/Prof Keith Evans
Mr Rick deWit
Ms Usula Dahl
Mr Philip Huestis
Mr Kevin Wisdom-Hill
Dr Kim Sun
Ms Annette Grist
Dr Michael Taylor
Mr Kevin Wisdom-Hill
Dr Michal Wozniak

Medical Director: Dr Michael Taylor, MBBS, DCCH, FRACGP, FAICD
Representative on:
 Summit Health Clinical Advisory Group
 Mental Health Program Management Group
 Better Care in the Community
 GPET
 CHSA Local Health Network Governing Council
 SA Clinical Senate
 Central Adelaide Hills Medicare Local - Board
 Hills Area Health Advisory Council
 Southern Adelaide LHN Audit & Risk Management Committee
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Chair’s Report
Associate Professor Keith Evans – Chair of AHDGP Board
2013/14 has, unsurprisingly, been a busy year for Summit Health as we have
worked to secure services for this region and undertaken the steep learning-curve
required in constructing the Summit Health Centre at Mt Barker. I am confident
that our work on the latter has not impacted on our ability to deliver quality
services to you, our members.
In relation to services, we have continued to maintain a high level of service
delivery at a time when many of our peer organisations have had to either further
reduce their services or close altogether. Over the year we have been able to
increase our mental health services and are starting to see evidence of some outstanding outcomes
with our Child Mental Health program. Our CPD program has continued despite funding challenges
and the announcement towards the end of the financial year that the Medicare Local would not be able
to fund engagement and CPD events in 2014/15.
It is probably timely to remind the membership that this Board took the decision 4 years ago not to
become a Medicare Local (ML) because we believed they were not necessarily the right solution for
our community. MLs are now scheduled to close in June 2015 and there are now less than half of the
old former Divisions left in SA supporting their local practices, it will be interesting to see how
General Practice is able to position itself to influence the primary care sector moving forward. The
Commonwealth government has yet to announce the boundaries and requirements for future PHNs
however you can be confident that the Board and staff will endeavour to ensure that any PHN
covering our region understands and engages with General Practice - something that the new
government has indicated it is strongly committed to.
With regards the Summit Health Centre, we expect to be opening in November and have been
delighted with the interest shown by the profession in working out of the Centre. At the time of
writing this we are on schedule and on budget and we are very excited at the opportunity this
development presents for our community. I look forward to being able to confirm this outcome at the
AGM on 12th November when we will also be officially opening the Centre.
I have continued to both enjoy and benefit from the support and engagement of the whole Board over
the past 12 months. I would also like to thank the Directors who sit on our 3 Committees; Finance,
Governance and Planning and the Super Clinic Trust. I would also like to thank all the staff for their
commitment over the past 12 months and to particularly thank those who have gone above and
beyond their normal duties.
In closing, the Board has worked to position this organisation well for the future. I look forward to
expanding on this more at our AGM on 12th November and look forward to meeting some of you
there.
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Finance Committee Report
Philip Huestis – Chair of Finance Committee
At our AGM last year we forecast that the changing primary health sector
environment and our commitment to the Summit Health Centre were expected
to impact negatively on our financial performance for FY13/14. This has
indeed proved to be the case, however it is important to note that this was a
planned outcome for the Board and still leaves a workable closing surplus for
FY14/15 (see the table below). It is likely that we will further draw on these
reserves in FY14/15 as we position and resource ourselves to operate the Centre.
In addition the process of closing Medicare Locals and creating Primary Health Networks will create
further uncertainty across primary care and we anticipate this will also negatively impact on income
for the year. The attached financial summary was completed by our external auditor and no material
issues were identified. A full set of Financials is available on our web-site
(www.summithealth.org.au).

Income

2014
$2,463,252

2013
$3,548,178

2012
$3,485,639

2011
$3,291,598

Expenditure

$2,663,129

$3,384,743

$3,357,973

$3,201,124

Surplus

-$199,877

$149,923

$127,666

$70,474

Opening
Retained
Earnings

$689,916

$539,993

$412,327

$341,853

Closing Surplus

$490,039

$689,916

$539,993

$412,327

We have reduced our cash contribution to the Summit Health Centre from $500,000 to $250,000 and,
whilst we do now have a significant asset in the form of the $10M Summit Health Centre, it does not
show up on our Balance Sheet as it is held in a separate Trust of which this organisation is the sole
beneficiary. The finances are overseen on behalf of the Board by the Finance Committee and I would
like to thank the other members for their support and input: Drs Bruce Mugford and Mark Crawford,
CEO Kevin Wisdom-Hill and Finance Manager Penny Heinrich.
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Financials
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